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STATUS OF THE FMIT ACCELERATOR

by

R. A. Jameson

Los Alamos National Laboratory

AT-DO, MS-H811

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

(Invited talk for EPRI symposium on Accelerator Breeder Techroloqy, June 9-10,

1982. Palo Alto, California)

A9STRACT

The linear accelerator being designed and constructed
for the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test (FMIT) facility
also has great utility as an R&D proqram that will provide
operating information on large, continuous-wave, high-
intensity particle accelerators now being considel’ed for
various applications, including electronuclear breeding for
fuel, power, or tritium production. A 5-!4eV FMIT prototype
accelerator is under construction at Los Alamos, with
operation to 2 MeV planned in early 1983.

The FMJT fticility at the Hanford Enqineerinq Development Laboratory (HED1.)

is intended to provide accelerated life testing of materials subject to intense

neutron bombardment in fusion reactors. The facility is based on a high-

intensit,y Iirwar accelerator, operating continuously, that produces a 100-mA,

35-MeV deutpron beam. This beam strikes a molt~n, flowing curtain of lithium,

and the resulting reaction producps an intense beam of neutrons in the m~,terial

t.estlcgchamh~r.

The attached Vu-Graphs nutlin~ the ti~siqnof the accelerator, a discussion

of tts various parts, and the present status of th~ project. These written

remarks highllght th~ most important points.



The challenge to the accelerator builder is to handle a very intenss

beam--from 100-200 times more intense than any presently operating machine,

with no more particle loss along the machine in absolute terms than in present

machines.

The beam intensity requires continuous operation, with large components

and copious cooling. This presented significant engineering ch~llenges in the

accelerator structures and radio-frequency amplifiers.

The requirement for very lcw particle 10CS is made because lost particles

can cause build-up of residual radioactivity in the machine components, compli-

cating maintenanrc. The machine parameters arc therefore chosen to give a

large safety margin against spilled particles. Even so, it is impossible with

existing techniques to predict absolutely how much spill there will be, so the

design makes provision for maintenance using remote-handling techniques. In

most cases, we have designed the equipment so that parts can be removed using

“long-wrench” techniques behind local shield walls (rather than fhll remote-

manipulator techniques), and taken to a hot-cell

The accelerator consists of an injector;

frequency quadruple (RFQ); and the main acce’

(DTL).

area.

a preaccelerator, the radiu-

Qrator, the drift-tube linac

The ii]jectorusec a relatively new type of source called a “cusped-field”

source, which provides a more stable beam in a simpler device that operates

more reliably. The analyzing magnet allows selection of the desired ion

species.

A particular problem involved how to achieve a good beam quality from the

injector up tc the energy appropriate for injection into the main DTL. The DTL

is a well-understood d~vi!,e, requiring significant engineering for this appli-

cation, but not s’Jitt?dfor the very low energy beam from the injector. Appli-

cation of conventlon~: approaches would have required a very substantial R&D

program, which, if successful, would have had disadvantages of size and main-

tenance complexity in an operational system.

Fortunately, a new idea, the RF~ accelerator, has fundamentally chanq~ri

our approach to accelerating sl~w ions In tht~ preaccelerator up to enerqies

where more conventional devices can take over. The RFQ received major develop-

ment impetus under the FMIT project, and a full-scale prototype to bring the

lxtiIn from 75 keV to 2 MeV is under construction. This device is superior to
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any previous in terms of producing a very high qualit.v beam for further accel-

eration, and thus has a basic impact on the requirement for minimum beam loss.

The DTL, as noted, is a large device at 80 MHz and presents engineering

challeng~s. The drift tubes will be suspended in groups from strongback slJs-

pens{on girders. The girders are arranged to allow semiremote alignment opera-

tions after i17stallation, or removal to a hot-cell area should repairs ever

become necessary. Most of the details of matching between the RFQ and DTL, and

the system fabrication problems, are encountered by the 5 MeV point in the FMIT

PTL, so a prototype to that er~ergy is under construction at Los Alamos.

In an electronuclear breeding (ENB) accelerator, the beam would be accel-

erated to the gigaelectron-volt range. At energies above 1100 MeV, the DTL

becomes inefficient, and 6 different type of structure is needed. Research in

other programs at Los Alamos is concentrating on such st.ruct’!res,as indicated

in the Vu-Graph showing a “coupled-cavity linac tank.” This structure is typ-

ical of the configuration needed for this stage of acceleration; there are

other arrangements of the details that might ultimately prove superior. This

research is directly applicable to the EN13 app’tication, and results will be

available within the same time frame as the FMIT prototype.

Returning to the Los A!amos prototype linac, the layout shows how the

5-MeV machine is configured. Funding considerations produced various decisions

during 1982; our intent is to finish the full 5-MeV prototype. perhaps on a

somewhat stretched-out time schedule.

The status of various subsystems in May 1982 is indicated. we hope to

begin operation of the 2-MeV system in Febru~ry 1983. “Ihefinal Vu-Graphs show

the Injector DTL tank and the first rf systems actually in place.

Another research activity at Los fllamos is aimed at a nt?w and much more

efficient source of hiqh rf pow~r. The gyrncon amplifier, pioneered in the

USSR, is a medium-gain device capable of multimeqawatt, cw rf power in the

frequency ranq~ o~ int~rest to FNI! accelerators, at efficiencies that may

approach 95%. The devic~ nperates hy ~istrihuting the output around a cavity,

allowinq hiqh unit power with careful control of the beam trajectory to qive

high efficiency. A 6(M1-kU, IWO-MHZ mcwlei uncl~r development at Los Alamos has

produced 100 kU as of this dat~. bth~r activities are also looklug at Improved

~ffir.iency from klystron-type amplifiers.
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CONCLUSION

The timely completion and test of the 5-MeV FMIT prototype, high-velocity

iorl ccelerator structures, and advanced radio-frequency amplifiers would, in

the nu]r term, provide definitive information about the capabilities af high-

intensit. linear accelerators for innovative application to national problems.

In particular, testing of the FMIT accelerator in 1983 and 1984 provides direct

prototypical information for electronuclear breeding, t.ritiumproduction, spal-

lation neutron source, and materials-testing plans. Such information, added

to the long-established record of accelerator facilities for project completion

within schedule and budget and highly reliable operating records, would place

accelerator-based applications on a very competitive footing. It should be

quite feasible to envision major facility operation in the early 1990s, fol-

lowing a 7- to 8-yr construction srhedule.
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